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To the Distinguished Chair and Honored Members of the Committee. 
 
I am a cell biologist, currently working for a think tank in Washington, D.C.  For the last 20 years I was 
Professor of Life Sciences at Indiana State University and Adjunct Professor of Medical & Molecular 
Genetics at Indiana University School of Medicine, and I have done federally-funded laboratory research, 
lectured, and advised on these subjects extensively, in the U.S. and internationally.  I was selected by the 
President’s Council on Bioethics to write the comprehensive review of adult stem cell research for the 
Council’s 2004 publication “Monitoring Stem Cell Research”. 
 
Human cloning is human asexual reproduction, termed “asexual” because it does not involve the combining 
of egg and sperm to form an embryo.  The focal technique to accomplish this is somatic cell nuclear 
transfer (SCNT)—introducing the nuclear genetic material from one or more human somatic (body) cells 
into a fertilized or unfertilized egg cell whose nuclear genetic material has been removed or inactivated, 
producing a human embryo who is virtually genetically identical to an existing or previously existing 
human being. 
 
Proponents of human cloning hold out two hopes for its use: (1) creating live born children for infertile 
couples or those grieving over the loss of a loved one, so-called “reproductive cloning” (live birth cloning), 
and (2) promises of medical miracles to cure diseases by harvesting embryonic stem cells from cloned 
embryos created from patients, euphemistically termed “therapeutic cloning” (more properly termed 
research cloning.) 
 
Biologically the process of cloning (somatic cell nuclear transfer; SCNT) produces a zygote, a one-celled 
embryo, at the starting point for development.  As the President’s Council on Bioethics has noted, “The 
first product of SCNT is, on good biological grounds, quite properly regarded as the equivalent of a zygote, 
and its subsequent stages as embryonic stages in development.”1   
 
The National Academy of Sciences noted the following: 
 

“The method used to initiate the reproductive cloning procedure is called nuclear 
transplantation, or somatic cell nuclear transfer (SCNT).  It involves replacing the chromosomes 
of a human egg with the nucleus of a body (somatic) cell from a developed human. In reproductive 
cloning, the egg is then stimulated to undergo the first few divisions to become an aggregate of 64 to 
200 cells called a blastocyst.  The blastocyst is a preimplantation embryo that contains some cells 
with the potential to give rise to a fetus and other cells that help to make the placenta.  If the 

 
1 “Human Cloning and Human Dignity: An Ethical Inquiry”, Report of the President’s Council on Bioethics, July 2002; p.50 



blastocyst is placed in a uterus, it can implant and form a fetus.  If the blastocyst is instead maintained 
in the laboratory, cells can be extracted from it and grown on their own.”2

 
The equivalence of the embryo, as zygote and blastocyst, has also been noted by the National Academy of 
Sciences.3
 

Fertilization compared to Cloning (Somatic Cell Nuclear Transfer, SCNT) 

 
 
Both sexual reproduction (fertilization, egg+sperm) and asexual reproduction (cloning, i.e., somatic cell 
nuclear transfer) produce a human embryo, a living human organism, species Homo sapiens.   
 

                                                 
2 Scientific and Medical Aspects of Human Reproductive Cloning, Report of the National Academy of Sciences and the Institute 

of Medicine, National Academy Press, Washington, DC, Jan 2002; Preface page xii 
3 Stem Cells and the Future of Regenerative Medicine, Report of the National Academy of Sciences and the Institute of 
Medicine, National Academy Press, Washington, DC, Sept 2001; pp 10, 11, 26. 
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To emphasize this point, we should note that this same technique of cloning, somatic cell nuclear transfer 
(SCNT), was the process used to create the cloned sheep Dolly. 

 

 
 
We need to be clear on the terms.  Both “reproductive” and “therapeutic” cloning use exactly the same 
techniques to create the clone, and the cloned embryos are indistinguishable.  The process, as well as the 
product, is identical.  The only distinction is the purpose for use of the embryo—either transfer to a uterus 
in the hopes of a live birth, or destruction in the hopes of a medical miracle.   
 
The technique of cloning is finished once that first cell, the one-celled embryo (zygote) is formed.  
Anything beyond that step is simply growth and development.  And despite attempts to employ various 
euphemisms, scientifically, genetically, what is created is a human being; its species is Homo sapiens, it is 
neither fish nor fowl, monkey nor cow—it is human.  The use of disingenuous euphemisms to describe the 
embryo as something other than an embryo likewise are not scientific, and diverge from the accepted 
definitions as put forth by the National Academy of Sciences, the National Institutes of Health, and others, 
including well-known proponents of human cloning. 

 
“Moreover, because therapeutic cloning requires the creation and disaggregation ex utero of 
blastocyst stage embryos, this technique raises complex ethical questions.” 
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"[Therapeutic cloning] requires the deliberate creation and disaggregation of a human embryo."4

 
Q: The people who use nuclear transfer generally say that the technique is optimized for producing the stem 
cells rather than making babies. They would not want to equate this with the process that produces embryos 
that were fit for implantation, and they’d argue that they’re using the reproductive process differently … 
A: (James Thomson) “See, you’re trying to define it away, and it doesn’t work. If you create an embryo 
by nuclear transfer, and you give it to somebody who didn’t know where it came from, there would be no 
test you could do on that embryo to say where it came from. It is what it is. It’s true that they have a much 
lower probability of giving rise to a child. … But by any reasonable definition, at least at some frequency, 
you’re creating an embryo. If you try to define it away, you’re being disingenuous.”5

The theory that cloning (SCNT) will produce matching tissues for transplant that will not be rejected has 
already been shown incorrect.  When tested in mice,6 the ES cells from the cloned mouse embryo were 
rejected by the genetically-identical host: 
 

“Jaenisch addressed the possibility that ES clones derived by nuclear transfer technique could be used 
to correct genetic defects… However, the donor cells, although derived from the animals with the 
same genetic background, are rejected by the hosts.”7

In fact, the best results to date in animal studies actually come from gestating cloned animals to the fetal 
stage and then harvesting tissue stem cells.8,9,10

 
Moreover, the assertion that cloning is the only method for preventing immune rejection of transplanted 
embryonic stem cells is completely false.  In an article published March 18, 2002 (Abate, San Francisco 
Chronicle), researchers with Geron Corp. and with Advanced Cell Technologies admitted that there are 
ways to prevent rejection of transplanted cells without therapeutic cloning, but that “that message has not 
gotten out,” and that “the need for cloning to overcome immune system rejection has been overstated.”  
The report goes on to note “the scientific community has put out the message that a ban on therapeutic 
cloning will prevent researchers from solving the immune-system problem—an argument that seems 
at best a stretch, and at worst, a deception.”   
 
Other scientists have admitted in testimony that therapeutic cloning will not prevent transplant rejection of 
cloned tissues: 
 
                                                 
4 Robert P. Lanza, Arthur L. Caplan, Lee M. Silver, Jose B. Cibelli, Michael D. West, Ronald M. Green; "The ethical validity of 
using nuclear transfer in human transplantation"; The Journal of the American Medical Association 284, 3175-3179; Dec 27, 
2000. 
5 Stem-cell pioneer does a reality check.  James Thomson reflects on science and morality, By Alan Boyle  Science editor 

MSNBC   Updated: 4:13 p.m. ET June 22, 2005   
6 Rideout WM et al., “Correction of a genetic defect by nuclear transplantation and combined cell and gene therapy,” Cell 109, 
17-27; 5 April 2002 (published online 8 March 2002) 
7 Tsai RYL, Kittappa R, and McKay RDG; “Plasticity, niches, and the use of stem cells”; Developmental Cell 2, 707-712; June 

2002. 
8 Lanza R et al. Long-term bovine hematopoietic engraftment with clone-derived stem cells. Cloning Stem Cells 7, 95-106, 2005 
9 9 Lanza R et al. Regeneration of the infarcted heart with stem cells derived by nuclear transplantation. Circ Res 94, 820-827, 

2004 
10 Lanza R et al. Generation of histocompatible tissue using nuclear transplantation. Nat Biotechnol 20, 689-696, 2002 
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“There is no question in my mind that the possibility exists that if you are doing an egg donor, and 
nuclear transfer into an egg, that there possibly exists that that cell -- that the embryonic stem cells 
derived from that could be rejected.  Absolutely.” Dr. John Gearhart, Johns Hopkins11

 
“I should say that when you put the nucleus in from a somatic cell, the mitochondria still come from 
the host.” He concluded, “And in mouse studies it is clear that those genetic differences can lead to a 
mild but certainly effective transplant rejection and so immunosuppression, mild though it is, will be 
required for that.” Dr. Irving Weissman, Stanford12

Dr. James Thomson, who originally isolated human embryonic stem cells, has stated in one of his 
published papers that cloning is unlikely to be clinically significant. 

“[T]he poor availability of human oocytes, the low efficiency of the nuclear transfer procedure, and 
the long population-doubling time of human ES cells make it difficult to envision this [therapeutic 
cloning by SCNT] becoming a routine clinical procedure…”13

Other leaders in the embryonic stem cell field have also published similar views, including Australia’s Alan 
Trounson:14

“However, it is unlikely that large numbers of mature human oocytes would be available for the 
production of ES cells, particularly if hundreds are required to produce each ES line… In addition, 
epigenetic remnants of the somatic cell used as the nuclear donor can cause major functional 
problems in development, which must remain a concern for ES cells derived by nuclear transfer. …it 
would appear unlikely that these strategies will be used extensively for producing ES cells 
compatible for transplantation.” 

The evidence from animal studies indicates that it will indeed require a tremendous number of human 
oocytes (eggs) to produce even one ES cell line from cloned embryos.  Dr. Peter Mombaerts, who was one 
of the first mouse cloners, estimates that it will require a minimum of 100 eggs.15  The recent reports from 
South Korea16 of human embryo cloning have been shown to be a fraud, but even so the news stories 
indicate that the researchers obtained over 2,200 human eggs for use in their unsuccessful experiments, 
through paying women to go through the risky procedures of egg harvesting, as well as through coercion of 
students.  At a rate of 100 eggs per patient, to treat, theoretically, the 17 million diabetics in the U.S. by this 
technique would require at least 1.7 billion human eggs.   
 

                                                 

11 Dr. John Gearhart; transcript of the April 25, 2002 meeting of the President’s Council on Bioethics; p.47; 
http://www.bioethics.gov/meetings/200204/0425.doc 

12 Dr. Irving Weissman, Stanford, before the President's Council on Bioethics on February 13, 2002 
13 Odorico JS, Kaufman DS, Thomson JA, “Multilineage differentiation from human embryonic stem cell lines,” Stem Cells 19, 

193-204; 2001 
14 Trounson AO, “The derivation and potential use of human embryonic stem cells”, Reproduction, Fertility, and Development 

13, 523-532; 2001 
15 Mombaerts P, “Therapeutic cloning in the mouse”, Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences USA 100, 11924-11925; 

30 Sept 2003 (published online 29 August 2003 
16 Hwang WS et al., Patient-specific embryonic stem cells derived from human SCNT blastocysts, Science published online 19 

May 2005 
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Moreover, allowing “therapeutic” cloning while trying to ban reproductive cloning is unfeasible, and 
will simply hasten development of the process supposedly to be banned, reproductive cloning.  Again, 
honest proponents of cloning have noted this themselves: 
 

“It is true that the techniques developed in CRNT [cell replacement through nuclear transfer, aka 
therapeutic cloning] research can prepare the way scientifically and technically for efforts at 
reproductive cloning.”17

 
The American Society for Reproductive Medicine (ASRM), the largest professional organization with 
expertise in reproductive technologies, says that SCNT is simply the procedure that clones embryos for 
whatever purpose (whether for starting a pregnancy or destroying for research).  And ASRM concedes that 
if cloning for research is allowed, that research will be used to refine the process and will make it easier to 
perform “reproductive” cloning: 
 

“If undertaken, the development of SCNT for such therapeutic purposes, in which embryos are not 
transferred for pregnancy, is likely to produce knowledge that could be used to achieve reproductive 
SCNT.”18

There are in truth few actual positive published scientific reports regarding the claims put forth for cloning 
and embryonic stem cells, and a significant number of negative characteristics.  The theoretical potential of 
SCNT cloning and embryonic stem cells to treat diseases, and the theoretical ability to control their 
differentiation without tumor formation, remains theoretical.  Embryonic stem cells have many hurdles to 
overcome before they might be useful, 19 including the lack of controlled generation of functional 
differentiated cells,20,21,22 tumor formation and tissue destruction,23,24,25,26 immune rejection,27,28 and 
genomic instability.29,30,31,32   

                                                 
17 Robert P. Lanza, Arthur L. Caplan, Lee M. Silver, Jose B. Cibelli, Michael D. West, Ronald M. Green; "The ethical validity 
of using nuclear transfer in human transplantation"; The Journal of the American Medical Association 284, 3175-3179; Dec 27, 
2000. 
18 The Ethics Committee of the American Society for Reproductive Medicine; “Human somatic cell nuclear transfer (cloning)”; 
Fertility and Sterility 74, 873-876; November 2000.  

19 Bloom S. Stem cell division. J Clin Invest 115:1676-1677, 2005 
20 Hansson M et al., “Artifactual insulin release from differentiated embryonic stem cells”, Diabetes 53, 2603-2609, October 

2004 
21 Sipione S et al., “Insulin expressing cells from differentiated embryonic stem cells are not beta cells”, Diabetologia 47, 499-

508, 2004 
22 Zhang YM et al.; “Stem cell-derived cardiomyocytes demonstrate arrhythmic potential”; Circulation 106, 1294-1299; 3 

September 2002 
23 Wakitani S et al. Embryonic stem cells injected into the mouse knee joint form teratomas and subsequently destroy the joint. 

Rheumatology 42, 162-165, 2003 
24 Nishimura F et al. Potential use of embryonic stem cells for the treatment of mouse Parkinsonian models: improved behavior 

by transplantation of in vitro differentiated dopaminergic neurons from embryonic stem cells. Stem Cells 21, 171-180, 2003 
25 Asano T et al., Engraftment and tumor formation after allogeneic in utero transplantation of primate embryonic stem cells, 

Transplantation 76, 1061-1067, 15 October 2003 
26 Fujikawa T et al., Teratoma formation leads to failure of treatment for Type I diabetes using embryonic stem cell-derived 

insulin-producing cells, Am. J. Pathology 166, 1781-1791, June 2005 
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The lack of success of cloning and embryonic stem cells should be compared with the real successes of 
adult stem cells.  A wealth of scientific papers published over the last few years document that adult stem 
cells are a much more promising source of stem cells for regenerative medicine.  Adult stem cells actually 
do show pluripotent capacity in generation of tissues, meaning that they can generate most or all of the 
different tissues of the body.  In 2001, researchers found that one adult bone marrow stem cell could form 
not only marrow and blood, but also form liver, lung, digestive tract, skin, heart, muscle.33  Other 
researchers have found pluripotent ability of adult stem cells from various sources, including bone 
marrow,34,35,36 peripheral blood,37 inner ear,38 umbilical cord blood,39,40 nasal mucosa,41 amniotic 
fluid,42 and placental amniotic membrane.43

                                                 
[Footnote continued from previous page] 
27 Swijnenburg R-J et al., Embryonic stem cell immunogenicity increases upon differentiation after transplantation into 

ischemic myocardium, Circulation 112, I-166-I-172, 30 August 2005 
28 Kofidis T et al., They are not stealthy in the heart: embryonic stem cells trigger cell infiltration, humoral and T-lymphocyte-

based host immune response, Eur. J. Cardio-Thoracic Surgery 28, 461-466, 2005 
29 Maitra A et al., Genomic alterations in cultured human embryonic stem cells, Nature Genetics online 4 Sept 2005 
30 Cowan CA et al., “Derivation of embryonic stem-cell lines from human blastocysts”, New England Journal of Medicine 350, 

1353-1356, 25 March 2004 
31 Draper JS et al., “Recurrent gain of chromosomes 17q and 12 in cultured human embryonic stem cells”, Nature 

Biotechnology 22, 53-54; January 2004 
32 Humpherys D et al.; “Epigenetic instability in ES cells and cloned mice”; Science 293, 95-97; 6 July  2001 
33 Krause DS et al.; “Multi-Organ, Multi-Lineage Engraftment by a Single Bone Marrow-Derived Stem Cell”; Cell 105, 369-

377; 4 May 2001 
34 Jiang Y et al.; “Pluripotency of mesenchymal stem cells derived from adult marrow”; Nature 418, 41-49; 4 July 2002 
35 D’Ippolito G et al., “Marrow-isolated adult multilineage inducible (MIAMI) cells, a unique population of postnatal young and 

old human cells with extensive expansion and differentiation potential”, J. Cell Science 117, 2971-2981, 15 July 2004 
36 Yoon Y-s et al., “Clonally expanded novel multipotent stem cells from human bone marrow regenerate myocardium after 

myocardial infarction”, Journal of Clinical Investigation 115, 326-338, February 2005 
37 Zhao Y et al.; “A human peripheral blood monocyte-derived subset acts as pluripotent stem cells”; Proceedings of the 

National Academy of Sciences USA 100, 2426-2431; 4 March 2003 
38 Li H et al., “Pluripotent stem cells from the adult mouse inner ear”, Nature Medicine 9, 1293-1299, October 2003 
39 Kögler G et al., “A new human somatic stem cell from placental cord blood with intrinsic pluripotent differentiation 

potential”, J. Experimental Medicine 200, 123-135, 19 July 2004 
40 McGuckin CP et al., Production of stem cells with embryonic characteristics from human umbilical cord blood, Cell 

Proliferation 38, 245-255, August 2005 
41 Murrell W et al., “Multipotent stem cells from adult olfactory mucosa”, Developmental Dynamics published online 21 March 
2005 
42 Prusa A-R, Marton E, Rosner M, et al. Oct-4-expressing cells in human amniotic fluid: a new source for stem cell research? 

Hum Reprod 18, 1489-1493, 2003 
43 Miki T et al., Stem cell characteristics of amniotic epithelial cells, Stem Cells published online 4 Aug 2005; 

doi:10.1634/stemcells.004-0357 



 

The chart shows examples (not all-inclusive) of tissues from which adult stem cells have been isolated, as 
well as some of the derivatives from those stem cells.  Many references also show that adult stem cells can 
multiply in culture, retaining their ability to differentiate, and providing sufficient numbers of cells for 
clinical treatments.  Adult stem cells have been shown to be effective in treating animal models of disease, 
including such diseases as diabetes,44 stroke,45 spinal cord injury,46 Parkinson’s disease,47 and retinal 
degeneration.48
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[Footnote continued on next page] 

44 Oh S-H et al., “Adult bone marrow-derived cells transdifferentiating into insulin-producing cells for the treatment of type I 
diabetes,” Laboratory Investigation published online 22 March 2004;  Kodama S et al., “Islet regeneration during the reversal 
of autoimmune diabetes in NOD mice”, Science 302, 1223-1227; 14 Nov 2003;  Hess D et al., “Bone marrow-derived stem 
cells initiate pancreatic regeneration”, Nature Biotechnology 21, 763-770; July 2003 

45 Willing AE et al., “Mobilized peripheral blood stem cells administered intravenously produce functional recovery in stroke”, 
Cell Transplantation 12, 449-454; 2003; Arvidsson A et al.; “Neuronal replacement from endogenous precursors in the adult 
brain after stroke”; Nature Medicine 8, 963-970; Sept 2002; Riess P et al.; “Transplanted neural stem cells survive, 
differentiate, and improve neurological motor function after experimental traumatic brain injury”; Neurosurgery 51, 1043-
1052; Oct  2002 

46 Hofstetter CP et al., “Marrow stromal cells form guiding strands in the injured spinal cord and promote recovery”, Proc Natl 
Acad Sci USA 99, 2199-2204; 19 February 2002; Sasaki M et al., "Transplantation of an acutely isolated bone marrow fraction 
repairs demyelinated adult rat spinal cord axons," Glia 35, 26-34; July 2001; Ramón-Cueto A et al., "Functional recovery of 
paraplegic rats and motor axon regeneration in their spinal cords by olfactory ensheathing glia," Neuron 25, 425-435; 
February 2000 

47 Liker MA et al.; “Human neural stem cell transplantation in the MPTP-lesioned mouse”; Brain Research 971, 168-177; May 
2003; Åkerud P et al.; “Persephin-overexpressing neural stem cells regulate the function of nigral dopaminergic neurons and 
prevent their degeneration in a model of Parkinson’s disease”; Molecular and Cellular Neuroscience 21, 205-222; Nov 2002; 
Ourednik J et al.; “Neural stem cells display an inherent mechanism for rescuing dysfunctional neurons”; Nature 
Biotechnology 20, 1103-1110; Nov 2002 

48 Otani A et al., “Rescue of retinal degeneration by intravitreally injected adult bone marrow-derived lineage-negative 
hematopoietic stem cells”, J. Clinical Investigation 114, 765-774, September 2004;  Otani A et al., “Bone marrow derived 
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Moreover, adult stem cells are already being used clinically to treat many diseases in human patients.  
These include as reparative treatments with various cancers, autoimmune diseases such as multiple 
sclerosis, lupus, and arthritis, anemias including sickle cell anemia, and immunodeficiencies.  Adult stem 
cells are also being used to treat patients by formation of cartilage, growing new corneas to restore sight to 
blind patients, treatments for stroke, and several groups are using adult stem cells with patients to repair 
damage after heart attacks.  Early clinical trials have shown initial success in patient treatments for 
Parkinson’s disease and spinal cord injury (for a list of conditions already treated in human patients by 
adult stem cells and cord blood stem cells,  please see 
http://www.stemcellresearch.org/facts/treatments.htm).  In addition, the first FDA-approved trial to treat 
juvenile diabetes in human patients is ready to begin at Harvard Medical School, using adult cells.  An 
advantage of using adult stem cells is that in most cases the patient’s own stem cells can be used for the 
treatment, circumventing the problems of immune rejection, and without tumor formation.  The citations 
given above for adult stem cells are only a sampling, including some more recent references.  A more 
comprehensive listing can be found in the President’s Council Report49 and in a review in the January 2006 
issue of the Journal of Investigative Medicine.50  

 
Finally, it should be emphasized that the proposed ban on human cloning does not restrict any vital or 
viable medical research.  Cloning and nuclear transfer techniques for production of DNA, other molecules, 
cells other than human embryos, tissues, organs, plants, and animals are all allowed.  The proposed 
prohibition only restricts human cloning, for which there have been no federal funds and for which there 
will be no federal funds in the foreseeable future.  Seven states now ban human cloning for any purpose 
(MI, VA, IA, AR; ND, SD, IN) and numerous other states ban research that destroys human embryos 
(including LA, ME, MA, MI, MN, ND, PA, RI, SD).  In terms of the effects of such bans on economic 
development, it is illustrative to note that PA, which passed its ban in the 1990’s, is ranked 3rd in the nation 
in biotechnology investment, and MI, which banned embryo destruction in 1978 and all human cloning in 
1998, is considered one of the major growth sites for biotechnology in the U.S. 
 
Internationally, most countries are moving to ban all human cloning, including countries such as France (7 
years in jail), Germany (5 years in jail), Canada (5 years in jail), and Australia (10 years in jail) and in 
March 2005 even the United Nations passed a declaration against all human cloning. 
 
In summary, there are no valid or compelling grounds—ethical, scientific, or medical—to proceed with 
SCNT cloning of human embryos for any purpose.  A comprehensive ban on all human cloning, provided 
by passage of the bill under consideration, is the appropriate course of action. 

Thank you for the opportunity to contribute to the debate on this important issue. 

                                                 
[Footnote continued from previous page] 

stem cells target retinal astrocytes and can promotes or inhibit retinal angiogenesis”; Nature Medicine 8, 1004-1010; Sept 
2002;  Tomita M et al., “Bone marrow derived stem cells can differentiate into retinal cells in injured rat retina”; Stem Cells 
20, 279-283; 2002 

49 Prentice, D, “Adult Stem Cells.” Appendix K in Monitoring Stem Cell Research: A Report of the President's Council on 
Bioethics, 309-346. Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 2004 
50 Prentice DA, “Current Science of Regenerative Medicine with Stem Cells”, J. Investigative Medicine 54, 33-37, January 2006 

http://www.stemcellresearch.org/facts/treatments.htm

